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POPCORN POPPER XL

Model: 2953/00
Code: 00C295300AR0
EAN: 8003705114111

Maxi popcorn maker with unique design, prepares delicious hot popcorn in minutes, to be enjoyed at any
time of your day. Easy to use and clean!

Quick to prepare: switch on the popcorn maker and as soon as it’s hot add the corn to get a
cascade of crunchy, delicious-smelling popcorn in just a few moments

Few calories, lots of vitamins: popcorn contains a high concentration of potassium, phosphorus,
magnesium, vitamin PP, vitamin A, a lot of fibre (polyphenols) and very few calories. Satisfy
your craving 

Just corn: popcorn is the only snack made of 100% cereal. When cooked in hot air (without oil
and butter) it turns out tasty, light and nutritious, thanks to the natural antioxidants in which it is
rich
Suitable for every occasion: make every celebration, birthday party, get-together for drinks and
nibbles extra happy or accompany your pleasant evenings in front of a film with a scrumptious
bowl of popcorn
Light and tasty: thanks to the complete absence of fat, popcorn is a tasty, digestible snack,
excellent for adults and children at any time of day

Product specifications

Power 310W

Basket capacity 700gr

On-off button ✔

Spy ready ✔
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Transparent door and internal light ✔

Non-stick basket with mixing blade ✔

It cooks with oil and butter ✔

Measuring cup and crank ✔

Total capacity 2,4 Lt

Conformity marks CE

Product length 25.50 cm

Product width 29.50 cm

Product height 49.00 cm

Product weight 3.78 Kg

Box weight 4.72 Kg

Master weight 10.60 Kg

Master pieces 2

Pallet pieces 24

20 container pieces 500

40 container pieces 1000

40H container pieces 1150
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